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PROTECTING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE VICTIMS (Rep. Emilia Sykes, Rep. Nathan
Manning) To authorize the issuance of dating violence protection orders with respect to
conduct directed at a petitioner alleging dating violence, to provide access to domestic
violence shelters for victims of dating violence, and to require the Attorney General's
victim's bill of rights pamphlet to include a notice that a petitioner alleging dating violence
has the right to petition for a civil protection order.
CIVIL RIGHTS EMPLOYMENT LAW (Rep. Bill Seitz) To modify Ohio civil rights laws
related to employment.
DATAOHIO BOARD CREATION (Rep. Mike Duffey, Rep. Christina Hagan) To create the
DataOhio Board, to specify requirements for posting public records online, to require the
Auditor of State to adopt rules regarding a uniform accounting system for public offices, to
establish an online catalog of public data at data.Ohio.gov, to establish the Local
Government Information Exchange Grant Program, and to make appropriations.
COCAINE AMOUNTS DETERMINATION (Rep. Bob Cupp, Rep. John Rogers) To provide
that in determining the amount of cocaine for trafficking and possession offenses, it also
includes a compound, mixture, preparation, or substance containing cocaine, and to
declare an emergency.
MICROBUSINESS STATUTORY DEFINITION (Rep. Dorothy Pelanda, Rep. Theresa
Gavarone) To create a statutory definition of "microbusiness."
RECORDS PUBLICATION FEES (Rep. John Barnes, Jr.) To prohibit a person who
publishes or disseminates criminal record information from soliciting or accepting a fee to
remove, correct, modify, or refrain from publishing or otherwise disseminating the
information and to provide criminal and civil remedies for a violation of the prohibition.
MEDICAL CARE PROTECTIONS (Rep. Bob Cupp) To grant qualified civil immunity to
certain medical providers who provide emergency medical services as a result of a
disaster; to provide that certain communications made regarding an unanticipated
outcome of medical care, the development or implementation of standards under federal
laws, and an insurer's reimbursement policies on health care are inadmissible as evidence
in a medical claim; to provide that medical bills itemizing charges are inadmissible as
evidence and an amount accepted as full payment for medical services is admissible as
evidence of the reasonableness of the charges; to specify the manner of sending a notice
of intent to file a medical claim and provide a procedure for the discovery of other potential
claims within a specified period after the filing of a medical claim; to provide that any loss
of a chance of recovery or survival by itself is not an injury, death, or loss for which
damages may be recovered; to provide civil immunity to certain medical providers
regarding the discharge of a patient with a mental condition that threatens the safety of the
patient or others; to require that governmental agencies that receive peer review
committee records maintain their confidentiality; and to clarify the definition of "medical
claim."
PUBLIC RECORDS-MINORS (Rep. Steve Hambley, Rep. Jeffrey Rezabek) To exempt
from the Public Records Law certain information concerning a minor that is included in a
record related to a traffic accident involving a school vehicle in which the minor was an
occupant at the time of the accident.
MALFUNCTIONING LIGHTS-BICYCLES (Rep. Kyle Koehler) To specify that the
alternative protocol for proceeding into an intersection with malfunctioning traffic lights due
to a failure of a vehicle detector applies only to bicycles.
INTRASTATE EQUITY CROWDFUNDING (Rep. Steve Arndt) To permit intrastate equity
crowdfunding under certain circumstances.

